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last time

1. Evolution and narrative
a. popularizing science / “fighting words”
b. tree or series
c. human / animal
d. intentional / non-intentional
e. teleology or arbitrariness (what is fitness?)
f. brain monsters as figures of social change
g. degeneration / reversion / the cycle



last time

2. Another gender swap. Estrangement again
a. critique of purdah (but: purdah?)
b. masculine values:

i. rigidity (of bodies…of categories?)
ii. technology
iii. progress / use
iv. profit



Federation as Borg

“Under the orders of the Federation I will have to take 
you forcibly, for we are determined that Gola become one 
of us, if you like it or not.”

“Women are all right in their place, but it takes the men to 
see the profit of a thing like this—er—you are a woman, 
aren’t you?”

Stone, 105, 104



last time

2. Another gender swap. Estrangement again
a. critique of purdah (but: purdah?)
b. masculine values:

i. rigidity (of bodies…of categories?)
ii. technology
iii. progress / use
iv. profit

c. interpellating the pulp audience as daughters
(readerships: to be continued…)



Campbell / Astounding

John W. Campbell (1910–71), Amazing 1930–
Editor 1937–71: Astounding Stories; Astounding Science 
Fiction; Analog Science Fact & Fiction

Isaac Asimov (1920–1992), ASF 1939–
“Reason” (1941 in ASF)

Theodore Sturgeon (1918–1985), ASF 1939–
“Thunder and Roses” (1947 in ASF)

Ray Bradbury (1920–2012), ASF reader but not writer
“There Will Come Soft Rains”
(1950 in Collier’s; 1950 in Martian Chronicles [Doubleday])



Campbell / Astounding

“Good morning, Pohl,” he says — we knew each other for 
ten years before he ever addressed me as Fred — “Do you 
know why television can never replace radio in the 
American home?” And I knew that all was well with the 
world and John Campbell had begun work on his next 
month’s editorial.

Frederik Pohl in 2009
http://www.thewaythefutureblogs.com/2009/12/astounding-campbell-years/

http://www.thewaythefutureblogs.com/2009/12/astounding-campbell-years/
http://www.thewaythefutureblogs.com/2009/12/astounding-campbell-years/


brass tacks

“I accept nothing on authority.”



brass tacks

“I accept nothing on authority.”

Asimov, 165

“Well, well,” replied Cutie soothingly, “we won’t argue.”

172



Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Editors of Science Fiction Magazines Yawn at Atomic Bomb: Printed ...
Wall Street Journal (1923 - Current file); Aug 8, 1945; 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Wall Street Journal (1889-1995)
pg. 5

Wall Street Journal, 
August 8, 1945



A weapon has been developed that is potentially 
destructive beyond the wildest nightmares of the 
imagination; a weapon so ideally suited to sudden 
unannounced attack that a country's major cities might be 
destroyed overnight by an ostensibly friendly power. This 
weapon has been created not by the devilish inspiration of 
some warped genius but by the arduous labor of 
thousands of normal men and women working for the 
safety of their country. 

“General Summary,” Smyth Report (1945)
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/SmythReport/

smyth_xiii.shtml
also excerpted in Astounding (December 1945)

http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/SmythReport/smyth_xiii.shtml
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/SmythReport/smyth_xiii.shtml
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/SmythReport/smyth_xiii.shtml
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/SmythReport/smyth_xiii.shtml


It is conceivable that totally different methods may be dis- 
covered for converting matter into energy since it is to be 
remembered that the energy released in uranium fission 
corresponds to the utilization of only about one-tenth of 
one per cent of its mass. Should a scheme be devised for 
converting to energy even as much as a few percent of the 
matter of some common material, civilization would have 
the means to commit suicide at will.…

The people of the country must be informed if they are to 
discharge their responsibilities wisely.

Ibid.



“You sound like the first chapter of One World or None.”

… “If people had paid more attention to it when it was 
published, perhaps this wouldn’t have happened.”

Sturgeon, 203





The Doomsday Clock
(Martyl Langsdorf, 1947)



biography from a 1966 Atomic Energy Commission Pamphlet, The Genetic Effects of Radiation
http://digital.tcl.sc.edu/cdm/ref/collection/dav/id/32

http://digital.tcl.sc.edu/cdm/ref/collection/dav/id/32
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National Endowment for the Arts

TEACHER'S GUIDE

SERVICES

RAY BRADBURY'S

Fahrenheit 451

http://archive.org/details/
raybradburysfahr00burn
2006

http://archive.org/details/raybradburysfahr00burn
http://archive.org/details/raybradburysfahr00burn
http://archive.org/details/raybradburysfahr00burn
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Sara Teasdale, Flame and Shadow (New York: Macmillan, 1920). 
Internet Archive.



next time

Some materials on readership

Astounding editorial & readers’ columns from August 1938

A few bits and pieces from newspapers and periodicals 
(available later tonight)

Bring Wesleyan so we can keep talking about these stories


